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Is ChatGPTAny Good at Legal
Research – and Should We be Wary or

Supportive of it?

Abstract: We have all heard horror stories of ChatGPT making information

professionals redundant and taking over the world, but just how proficient is it at good

old legal research? Greg Bennett, a law librarian at BPP, invested in the premium

version of the package to put it to the test.
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Like many of us, I had heard that ChatGPT was fast

becoming a very proficient legal mind. It had been able to

pass the American Bar exam,1 and almost passed the

Solicitors Qualifying Examination (SQE1).2 And since it

gets higher marks on the Bar exam with every new iter-

ation,3 it seems like it will be only a matter of time

before it can likewise pass the SQE. But passing an exam

is one thing (I have passed several exams in my life with

shockingly poor knowledge of the subject matter), I

wanted to test it with some genuine legal research ques-

tions: the kind of things we law librarians might be asked

to research ourselves.

So, I paid for the premium version of ChatGPT ($24

per month, including tax), which allowed me to use

GPT-4 – the most advanced iteration at the time. Having

the premium access also allowed me to install various

plug-ins to my account. I added a plug-in called

‘KeyMate.AI Search’, which allows users to include live

Google searches in ChatGPT-4’s research. Without such

a plug-in, any responses ChatGPTwould give to my ques-

tions would only be based on its historic Large Language

Model (LLM), which only covers content from the inter-

net up to September 2021.

Armed with a correct answer to my first question –
“Who won the 2022/23 English Premier League?”4 – I

knew that my version of ChatGPT had access to the live

internet, so I was all set to interrogate it. (NB: you can

read the full transcript of every conversation I had with

ChatGPT by going to the links in the references.)

RESEARCHING LEGISLATION

I decided to start asking it about legislation. All UK legis-

lation is available for free through legislation.gov.uk, so I

thought that this would be ChatGPT’s best chance at suc-

cessful legal research. (ChatGPT cannot access – at least

officially – the internet that sits behind a paywall.5) I

asked it several questions relating to s.224 of the

Sentencing Act 2020, since this was a section that I knew

had been amended twice since September 2021.

My first question simply asked: “what is the text of

that section?”6 ChatGPT duly responded with the text as

enacted, not amended. And it gave the following warning

at the end of its reply: “Please note that this is the ori-

ginal version of the section as it was originally enacted.

Any changes or amendments to the section after the

enactment of the Sentencing Act 2020 are not included

in this text.”7

I thought I might have to coax the current text of the

section out of it, so I asked it a question relating to the

actual amendments that had taken place since 2021. I

asked it: “Up to how long can a magistrate detain a young

offender for an either way offence?”8 and it detailed, with

complete accuracy, the current correct answer and what

had been the correct answer before it changed (and the

dates of the changes). So it knew of both amendments to

the section since 2021.

I then simply asked it to provide me with the text of

the section incorporating any amendments. And it suc-

cessfully gave me the full text of the section as amended.

However, although the wording was all correct, it had got

slightly out of sync with the numbering of the subsections

(it had successfully added subsection 1A, but then it

labelled subsection 2 as subsection 1).9 Nevertheless,

apart from this slight numbering issue it had come up

with the goods.

Section 224 of the Sentencing Act 2020 happens to

be a section that has received a lot of discussion (the

amendments were quite significant changes). I thought

that this discussion might have helped ChatGPT to find

the correct answer. So, I decided to ask it some ques-

tions relating to a less noteworthy piece of legislation.

I asked it the question: “What is the relevant UK law

that covers unfair dismissal during maternity leave?”10

The answer it gave was not high-quality legal research. It

had pulled the information primarily from a charity

website that is concerned with working parents.11
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(When using GPT-4 and the live internet plug-in,

ChatGPT informs you which website the answer comes

from). And, although it is a useful resource for non-legal

readers, it had no statutory references, and so the

ChatGPT answer was very limited.

So I asked it a more specific question: “Can you give

me statutory references for unfair dismissal while on

maternity leave?”12 Its answer was very useful, and it

pointed me towards appropriate legislation, including

section 99 of the Employment Rights Act. At this point,

with my question answered, I could have looked up that

section myself. But I chose to ask it to “Give me the

current [i.e as amended] text of section 99.”13

HALLUCINATIONS

ChatGPT’s answer was confusing. It claimed to have

taken the text directly from the legislation.gov.uk page,14

but, even though that page on legislation.gov.uk did have

a fully updated version of the section (which isn’t always
the case for legislation.gov.uk), the text that ChatGPT

gave me was not the same text.15 It had lots of similar

words and phrases, but was nevertheless a very different

piece of text. I then compared the ChatGPT version with

all the different historic versions of the section on

Westlaw,16 but I just could not work out why ChatGPT

had produced the text it had. ChatGPT’s wording had

the ring of accuracy, but in fact it wasn’t correct at all. I
could see no sense to it.

If this was indeed incorrect information, this would

not be the first time that ChatGPT had produced it in a

legal setting. It has produced entirely fictional citations

for a litigant in person.17 And ‘hallucinations’ are occur-

ring regularly. These hallucinations are when ChatGPT

makes “mistakes in the generated text that are semantic-

ally or syntactically plausible but are in fact incorrect or

nonsensical”.18

Nevertheless, in answer to the previous question I

had asked it, ChatGPT had told me what was the relevant

legislation, and so perhaps, if I was actually carrying out

research (rather than just testing ChatGPT), I would have

looked up the section myself. In which case, ChatGPT

had been helpful to me. In addition, OpenAI, which owns

ChatGPT, states that it is working towards eradicating hal-

lucinations.19 So, presumably they see a future ChatGPT

without hallucinations.

REFERENCING IN OSCOLA

I thought I would test it for its referencing skills at that

point, so I asked it to give me an OSCOLA reference for

section 99. Its reference was perfect. However, an act is

pretty much the easiest thing to reference in OSCOLA.

So, I then asked it to reference a book and an article.

The references it produced were very poor: no author

for the book, no italics for its title; no volume, part or

page numbers for the article.20 So, perhaps ChatGPT is

not great at referencing in OSCOLA yet. While frustrat-

ing for the law school student, not being able to refer-

ence accurately in OSCOLA is perhaps not a hugely

major failing for ChatGPT in a legal context.

RESEARCHING CASES

What about cases? Up until now I had tested it on things

that are in the public domain. Both legislation and

OSCOLA’s guidelines are on the free-to-use internet.

What if I asked it a question which would normally

require access to paid-for resources to answer? I asked it

a question that I have often used in teaching: “What are

the key cases that determine whether a barge moored on

a piece of land is annexed to that land as a fixture, or

whether it is merely a chattel?”21 In my classes I demon-

strate how to find answers to this by looking within prac-

titioner texts, which themselves point me towards

relevant cases. And those practitioner texts all sit behind

a paywall.

The initial answer I got could best be described as the

kind of answer a schoolboy gives when he doesn’t know
the specific answer, but he knows a bit about the general

topic.22 We used to call it waffle at school. At the end of

the answer though, ChatGPT said “I can look up more

specific cases related to this topic if you’d like. Would

Some believe that ChatGPT might one day take over from
information professionals, but just how good is it at basic legal
research?
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you like me to do that?”23 To which I said, “Yes, please.
Could you look up the key UK cases?”

The answer was great, bringing back several key cases.

It dealt with a case research question very well indeed.

ChatGPT had very successfully passed this harder test.

However, I wanted answers to two questions: why didn’t
it give this answer in the beginning, i.e. why did it first

produce the waffle? And where had it found this better

information from?

The answer to the first question might simply be that

ChatGPT isn’t able to discern what information is of a

high legal quality, and what is of less high quality, since its

LLM is not focused solely on high-quality legal resources

(and so it includes many lower-quality resources). In a

recent demonstration to BIALL’s Academic Special

Interest Group, a representative from vLex suggested that

they would be making their own AI focus solely on high-

quality legal documents for its large language model. This

will apparently produce far more trustworthy legal

results than ChatGPT, because poorer quality documents

(i.e. the rest of the internet) would be excluded.

The second question then follows on from this. In its

answer24 ChatGPT said that it had drawn from a particu-

lar article that happens to be behind a paywall.25 Most

high-quality legal commentary is held behind a paywall.

And, in theory, ChatGPT cannot access information

behind a paywall. So how did it access this article?

The article has an open-access pre-print version avail-

able on Durham University’s repository.26 Had ChatGPT

accessed the text of the article there? If so, that raises

some important questions about open-access resources

that I will discuss later. But if it did access it there, why

did it say it had accessed it on the journal’s website?
I couldn’t help but think that ChatGPT might be

accessing things behind a paywall. And this has certainly

happened before.27 Seemingly, tech-savvy people have

A screenshot showing the author’s interaction with ChatGPT
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been able to access documents behind a paywall using

ChatGPT.28 And if individuals can use ChatGPT to access

things behind paywalls, then surely ChatGPT can itself

access those same documents. As Emily Dreibelis of

PCMag says, “We can now add bypassing paywalls to the

list of ways AI threatens the existing security and legal

measures that govern the web.”29

We law librarians are happy to spend the vast bulk of

our budgets on subscriptions to databases like Westlaw

and Lexis+ because we know that they contain informa-

tion that we cannot access in other ways. That informa-

tion (and to a lesser extent, the way it is organised) is the

selling point of those databases. If ChatGPT can access it

all, then the threat to Thomson Reuters and LexisNexis

is a great one. I assume this threat is why I was recently

prompted, on logging in to Lexis+, to click to acknow-

ledge that its “terms do not permit the uploading of [its]

content into third party applications, including artificial

intelligence technologies such as large language models

and generative AI”.
OpenAI has stated that it “want[s] to do right by

content owners”30 And so, even though it can access

things behind a paywall, it chooses to remove that option

from users. Nevertheless, it can clearly access it itself.

However, presumably it is easier to access the text of an

article behind a paywall than content deep within a data-

base. So, perhaps the threat against Westlaw and Lexis+

is less than it is against a journal website.

SHOULD LIBRARIANS CONTINUE TO
CHAMPION OPEN-ACCESS
RESOURCES?

I have, like many other librarians, tried very hard

throughout my career to encourage academics to make

their papers available (perhaps in pre-print form) for

free (perhaps via an institutional repository like

Durham’s). The dream for many librarians was that at

some stage in the future all academic publishing would

be made available for free, and we would no longer be

in hock to large, powerful and expensive publishers.

However, the more that is made available for free, the

more powerful tools like ChatGPT will surely become.

They can seemingly access paid-for information anyway,

but they can only justify its use if free versions of it

exist online.

To avoid a ChatGPT (or equivalent) monopoly on

information, might we need to reconsider our desire for

open-source resources? Might librarians and content pro-

viders become unlikely bedfellows? If the role of a law

librarian is no longer needed because of tools like

ChatGPT, would we be considered Luddites to resist that

change? Or would monopoly-avoidance be a good

enough reason in itself for librarians to side with content

providers? I don’t claim to know the answers to these

questions, but I do believe they are questions we should

be asking.

Interrogating ChatGPT for statutory references
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CONCLUSIONS

It seems that ChatGPT is already very capable at legal

research, albeit with occasional errors. These errors can

normally be smoothed out when the user of ChatGPT

is someone who knows how to carry out legal research

already. ChatGPT will likely continue on its trajectory,

and get better at legal research, especially if OpenAI

chooses to create a version of ChatGPT that is trained

on an LLM that contains only high-quality legal informa-

tion. In addition, if hallucinations can be eradicated from

the research generated by ChatGPT, it will become sub-

stantially more reliable. In which case, the need for a

knowledgeable user will likely diminish. As a result, this

could ultimately lead to a large decrease in law librarian

jobs.

One major obstacle in the way of ChatGPT becoming

dominant in the field of legal research is that it cannot

access things behind a paywall (at least officially). So, law

librarians might, to protect their jobs and, more import-

antly, to protect against a ChatGPT monopoly, become

champions of the pay-for-access legal databases in a way

that makes them less supportive of open-access materials

than they have historically been. But perhaps law librar-

ians will choose rather to encourage the use of ChatGPT

precisely because it brings to the masses the ability to

carry out legal research.

At the moment, Westlaw, Lexis+ and other databases

contain information that is unavailable to ChatGPT.

However, it seems that ChatGPT has the technological

capability to access a lot of this information, albeit poten-

tially in a way that infringes content providers’ rights. So,
the future may well involve legal battles between organi-

sations like OpenAI and Thomson Reuters and

LexisNexis.
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